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MONTHLY BULLETIN
ATTENTION: ALL FACILITIES
UPDATES OCCURRING WITHIN THE CIS THE
WEEK OF - AUGUST 30TH, 2021
The following solution areas have updates:
PowerChart - Page 2
FirstNet - Page 3

UPCOMING EVENTS
There are no upcoming events in CIS.

Privacy Matters Corner…
Always ask yourself "Do I need to know the information I
am accessing in order to provide care or perform my work
duties at this time?" It is important to only access patient
information that is pertinent to your job and at the time it is
needed. Legally, just because you were once involved with
a patient's care is not reason enough to access a patient's
chart. You need to have a reason for accessing it at that
time. If the patient is no longer in your care (ie. patient has been discharged or transferred
to a different unit, etc.) the care relationship has ended so you must have a valid "need to
know" the information, a purpose for accessing it and document that reason in the
comment section provided.
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PowerChart Update:
Updates to the Adult and Pediatric Admission History forms - Immunization documentation.
There will now be a place to record First and Second dose dates of COVID Vaccine. This information will
cross encounters and also post on a new tab on the handoff page called Community Immunizations.
On the Patient Summary for Physicians, it will post to the Immunization Documented section.

New Blood Product - Panhematin is a new blood product and has been added to the Blood
Administration Transfusion form under the data field Blood Products. There is also an available
transfusion order.

REMINDER: If an order has been suspended after the task date and time, that task will remain present
on the MAR. The row will be purple but the task will be active. Chart the task as NOT DONE with

appropriate reason.
In this example Vitamin B was suspended after the 9am task has posted to the MAR. Right click and
select Chart Not Done.

Further Information:
Bulletins are available for viewing at: http://iis.peigov/cis
If you have questions please contact ITSS Service Centre:
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FirstNet Update:
The SRC Covid-19 link - will be available in FirstNet to physicians, nurses, and ward clerks.

ED Physicians will now have the ability to auto-populate the First and Second Covid Vaccines to
PNED.

Further Information:
Bulletins are available for viewing at: http://iis.peigov/cis
If you have questions please contact ITSS Service Centre:

